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FT STRATEGIES  I   INTRODUCTION

We enable organisations to build valuable 
relationships with their audiences
and future-proof their businesses
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About us
FT Strategies is the subscriptions consultancy from the Financial Times

FT STRATEGIES  |  INTRODUCTION

The Financial Times transformed from a predominantly 
advertising revenue model to a profitable subscriptions 
business - achieving its goal of over 1 million paid subscribers 
a year ahead of schedule.

By turning our business into a digital-first model, we 
future-proofed our 130 year old brand - and generated 
significant new sources of revenue. Our ethos is a diverse and 
resilient revenue portfolio - where revenue streams including 
advertising and subscriptions can co-exist and thrive.

We achieved this by refining our best-in-class capabilities in 
data, strategy and digital transformation over ten years - 
expertise we’re now sharing to help businesses such as yours 
grow rapidly.

Paid subscribers as of 2021

+14%
CAGR in digital subscribers over the last 5 years

+93%
Increase in digital content revenue over last 5 years

1.16 million

+13%
Increase in digital subscriber revenue 2020-2021
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Our clients
We have supported 200+ brands with their challenges

FT STRATEGIES  |  INTRODUCTION

“Learning from the experts at FT 
Strategies has helped us develop our 
subscription strategy, introduce a 
culture of continual 
experimentation and encourage 
more cross-departmental alignment. 
This will stand us in good stead to 
accelerate our growth in the future.”

Ross Wilmot Product 

Manager Digital 

Subscription

The Independent
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Our solutions
FT STRATEGIES  |  INTRODUCTION

1 2 3 4
Engage Grow Diversify Transform

Attract, engage, convert 
& retain customers

Monetise & accelerate 
your growth

Develop new revenue 
streams, products & 
services 

Evolve your 
organisation digitally & 
operationally

Accelerate acquisition  of 
new customers, build 
strong user engagement, 
turn engaged prospects 
into loyal customers and 
enhance retention across 
the customer lifecycle

Grow revenues and 
maximise the lifetime 
value of customers by 
developing a strong value 
prop, optimising pricing 
strategy and fully 
monetising  key assets.

Develop, refine and scale 
alternate  offerings that 
fully leverages and 
monetises user 
engagement and creates a 
strategic and sustainable 
growth lever.

Pivot to a future- proofed 
customer- centric business 
model and deliver change 
across your organisation to 
enable sustainable and 
accelerated growth.
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We empower organisations to become customer-centric, adding value 
across the client lifecycle

“First time in my entire career I’ve 
worked with consultants that 
already know the business before 
they come into the situation and 
work in this impactful way. You’re 
changing consulting for the better”

Philippe Colombet

Chief Digital Officer 

Bayard
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02 EXPERIMENTATION FRAMEWORK
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Why Experimentation is important
FT STRATEGIES  |  EXPERIMENTATION

ENABLES
ACCELERATED 

LEARNING

An iterative approach to 
experimentation helps 

publishers test assumptions 
and mitigate risks in the 

appropriate order, driving 
them towards their ambitious 

goals

SAVES
YOU

MONEY

Experimentation helps guide 
publishers away from investing 
in technology that they are not 
sure they need, and committing 
resource to projects needlessly

BUILDS A
DATA-DRIVEN 

CULTURE

Results (incl. failures) can be 
socialised with the entire 
organisation, building the 
credibility of the process, 

collaboration between teams 
and innovation 

PROMOTES
READER-

CENTRICITY

The process of designing 
experiments forces publishers 
to consider reader behaviour 
and needs and to tailor based 

on feedback
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“Without experimentation we 
wouldn’t have been able to develop 

many of our most engaging products, 
features and processes: myFT, the 

‘lite’ subscription pricing model, 
try-before-you-buy newsletters…”

Lindsay Nicol, Data Insights Manager,
Financial Times

“Experimentation has helped us learn 
what does and doesn't work with our 
audience. It's been powerful enough 
for the FT to make the decision to 
invest in our experimentation and 
testing capability.”

John Kundert, Chief Product Officer,
Financial Times

FT STRATEGIES  I   EXPERIMENTATION

The FT’s secret weapon
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The paradox of choice
FT STRATEGIES  I   EXPERIMENTATION

B2B sales

Data tech

Newsletters

Research

Podcasts

Games

Recommendations

Apps
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Principles

Start simple and 
with your riskiest 

assumption 

Have a clear goal, 
hypothesis and 
measurement

Assess results and 
next action 

FT STRATEGIES | EXPERIMENTATION
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Identifying risks 

Business Value

UsabilityTechnical
Can we build it?

What is the right way 
to build it?

Do users understand 
how to use it?

Do our users want 
this?

Does it solve a 
customer need?

Does this solution work for 
the business?

Does it make a big enough 
impact on our goal?

FT STRATEGIES | EXPERIMENTATION
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Some risks you can tackle through additional analysis, others are better 
tested through experimentation

FT STRATEGIES | EXPERIMENTATION

14Source: The Art and Science of Experimentation, FT Strategies, 2021

Build the product (or something 
close to it) and launch

Advertise the product before 
actually building it Explore customer needs and 

validate end value for user

Fake it before you make it (i.e. create a 
manual yet unscalable version)

Product fidelity : 
how much this test resembles 
the look-and-feel finished 
product
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Have a clear goal, hypothesis and measurement (North Star framework)
FT STRATEGIES | EXPERIMENTATION

Manual campaign on 
100 subscribers with 

“crude” scoring

We can win back 20% of 
lapsed subscribers

An individualized approach for 
readers at risk  would decrease 

their churn by 30%

Price is an important 
factor of churn for 
engaged readers

We can influence 
subscribers at risk via 

campaigns

I can identify 
subscribers at risk

North Star Goal
What do you want to achieve in 3-5 years? 

Outcomes
What does success look like? 
What business outcomes must be reached to 
make my goal possible?

Hypotheses 
What activities do we believe will generates the 
outcomes? 
What are the underlying assumptions? 

Experiments
What is the shortest and lowest cost route to test 
those hypothesis? 
How can we de-risk those assumptions?

Reduce churn to 
5% (vs. 8%)

Acquire 10k new 
subs 

per year (vs. 5k)
Reach €20 ARPU

Reduce churn of 
engaged readers by 

20%

Reach 50% of readers 
engaged

Reduce involuntary 
churn by 20%

Reach €20M in reader revenue in 2023
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 Once you select the winning experiment, it is critical that you invest some 
time in defining it before jumping to implementation

FT STRATEGIES | EXPERIMENTATION

Best Practices:

● Investigate internally for 
previous knowledge on that 
space or similar experiments 

conducted in the past

● Create a document (e.g., 
presentation) to document 

the experiment with the 
entire thought process

● Keep the process as 
transparent as possible to 

encourage the participation 
of a multidisciplinary team

EXPERIMENT 1

Experiment: (Describe the experiment)

Responsible person: (One person should be accountable for the experiment)

Time Frame: (Time frame of the experiment to reach significance)

Key milestones: (Define the key milestones of the experiment: start, end of the experiment, end of analysis)

Target cohort: (Define the cohort to target the experiment - randomness reduces bias)

Control group: (Define size of control group that will be used to measure against)

Metrics: (Define the metrics to follow during the experiment as well as  metrics to look after)

Follow up analysis: (Detail all the analysis to as the results come out)

Validation & outcomes (quantitative/ 

qualitative):

We will know the assumption is valid in ___ (time frame) if we get ___ (quantitative or 
qualitative measurable outcomes)

Status: (Describe the status)

Learnings & implications to risk level: (Describe the key learnings)
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Having effective communication tools and routines in place is key to 
maximise the effectiveness of your experiments

FT STRATEGIES | EXPERIMENTATION

Projects are 
iterative and 
non-linear; 
stakeholders think 
linearly; therefore, 
communications is 
key

● Insights Hub

● Dashboards

● Emails

● Huddles

● Standups

● Dedicated channels

● etc.

Examples of Interfaces: FT Experience

The FT is using a dedicated Slack 
channel for product development 
updates.

By sharing the hypothesis being 
tested, results, etc. teams are 
collecting insights across the entire 
organisation.

This has significantly increased the 
effectiveness of experiments
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Testing improving conversion rates
FT STRATEGIES | EXPERIMENTATION

12% increase in 
conversion rates

Control (21 fields) Variant 2 (10 fields)
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03 Q&A



Thank you

Sabrina Daryanani
Senior Manager
sabrina.daryanani@ft.com


